Introduction
An ideal blackbody can perfectly absorb and radiate electromagnetic energy in all directions and polarizations with a broadband power spectrum that follows Planck's law of blackbody radiation. By engineering the blackbody radiation both in spatial and spectral domains [6] , an infrared selective absorber/emitter can be realized with significant impact on optical and optoelectronic applications. For example, the detection sensitivity of chemical species significantly increases by utilizing narrowband thermal absorbers in infrared spectroscopy [13] . In thermophotovoltaic technology the conversion efficiency to electricity from a thermal source with blackbody spectrum has an upper limit governed by the detailed balance theory [21] . In contrast, a thermal emitter with narrow power spectrum matched to the bandgap of a photovoltaic cell [15] can exhibit an energy conversion efficiency beyond the detailed balance limit, ideally only limited by the Carnot engine efficiency [25] . Such a thermal emitter can be considered as a passive infrared source [7] , where a blackbody source is integrated with a spectral filter that blocks transmission of light, except in a narrow region where the emission is desirable. Unlike the epitaxial grown infrared sources such as interband and intersubband LEDs and lasers [9, 19] , the spectral response of the passive infrared sources are tuned geometrically and are not limited by the semiconductor's interband and intersubband energy bandgap [23] providing access to a wide range of spectrum from THz to optical region [7, 15] . Despite these useful applications, a practical realization of infrared selective absorbers/emitters is yet a bottleneck as e-beam lithography is the main fabrication method. Low-cost, large-area, and high-throughput nanomanufacturing methods are now highly sought-after for many applications, including energy harvesting and sensing. Unfortunately, general-purpose nanofabrication tools, such as e-beam lithography and focused ion beam milling, cannot meet these demands [14] .
In this paper, we utilize a recently developed fabrication method [1] -DUV microsphere projection lithography-to demonstrate selective emitters/absorbers metasurfaces operating in the mid-infrared region of the spectrum. The proposed nanofabrication method is based on microsphere photolithography [26] , which has been demonstrated as uniquely low-cost, high-throughput and compatible with energy harvesting [8, 16] and sensing [4, 5] material system and processes. Unlike standard microlenses that are produced via a multi-step microfabrication process, microspheres can be fabricated through chemical and physical processes [24] . Convective self-assembly [11] , Langmuir-Blodgett technique [20] and Spin-coating [10] are among the promising techniques for rapid coverage of closed packed hexagonal crystals of microspheres in wafer scale. Moreover, separate phases of microsphere synthesization and deposition from nanolithography allows us utilize a variety of substrate materials (metallic/dielectric, organic/inorganic semiconductor, flexible/rigid, and conductive/isolating). In addition, the fabrication area is only limited by the source coverage. In the nanolithography step, microsphere photolithography only requires single flood exposure per sample to produce arbitrary pattern in contrast to scanning based lithography techniques such as electron beam lithography which are highly dependent on area for writing time [22] . In addition, we have shown feature sizes below sub-80 nm [2] , which making this DUV lithography method very versatile for realizing optical structures with variety of resonant lengths. In next section, we discuss the mechanism underlying the nearly perfect and narrowband absorption, which based on reciprocity corresponds to efficient selective emission. Next, the proposed fabrication process is presented in details followed by experimental demonstration of nearly perfect absorbers that are realized by DUV microsphere projection lithography.
Mechanism of nearly perfect absorption
The concept and design of selective thermal absorbers/ emitters have been well developed and their research prototypes are demonstrated based on the optical structures such as the dielectric [18] and metallic [3] photonic crystals, metamaterials [17] , and metasurfaces [25] . In this paper, the fabricated absorbers/emitters consists of a metasurface with a dielectric spacer that separates it from a metallic thin film as a ground plate as shown in figure 1(a) . The ground plate prevents light from transmission and increases the absorption by reflecting light back to the metasurface. Based on the reciprocity theorem, emissivity is equal to absorbance. Thus, engineering the emissivity is translated into tailoring the absorption spectrum. The absorption spectrum can be controlled by the thickness of spacer, the periodicity of metasurface, and resonance length of meta-atoms. The underlying mechanism of nearly perfect absorption is in tailoring the effective refractive index produced by metasurface. At the resonance peak of absorption, the effective refractive index has a value to match the impedance of the metasurface to the impedance of vacuum, resulting in nearly zero reflection while the imaginary part of the effective index becomes large enough to produce a nearly unity absorption [12] . Tailoring the effective refractive index requires exciting both electric and magnetic resonances simultaneously, resulting in a strong coupling between the two resonances. For further elaboration, we simulated the electromagnetic interaction with a perfect absorber using FDTD simulation as illustrated in figure 1. To show the strong coupling between the electric and magnetic resonances, we mapped the polarization charges and displacement current vectors in figures 1(b) and (c) at the resonance where absorption is maximum. In both figures, polarization charges accumulated at the edge of the top metal, producing a net electric dipole on both sides of the ring. The displacement current is shown in vectors, pointing from positive to negative charges, producing a net current along the polarization direction (x-direction). The displacement current in the x-direction, in turn, produces a magnetic field along the magnetic field component of the incident light in the ydirection. Figure 1(d) shows the map of the magnetic field along the y direction, as well as a vector plot illustration of magnetic field with its circular nature. The circulation of the magnetic field around the displacement current reveals a strong coupling between the electric and magnetic resonances at absorption peak. Note that the ground plate produces an image of the polarized charge and displacement current with opposite polarity and direction, respectively. The antiparallel currents at the metasurface and inside the ground plate (imaged one) produces an effective current loop. As a results, the unusual extension of the magnetic field toward the ground plate in figure 1(d) is the consequence of the antiparallel currents that produces magnetic field in the dielectric spacer.
3. Nanofabrication procedure using DUV microsphere lithography Figures 2(a), (b) and (c) show the top-view SEM images of the fabricated absorbers with meta-atoms in the form of a circle, ring and crescent openings, respectively. The defects in fabricated samples are mainly due to the microsphere size and imperfection in sphere deposition. Using spheres with high uniformity and reducing deposition speed can reduce these defects. As we show in next section, defects only broaden the optical response and reduce the resonance peak magnitude, resulting in fair dimensional tolerance for optical response for applications such as solar cells. The fabrication procedure is sketched in figure 2(d) . A silicon wafer is cleaned via RCA cleaning steps. Then, a 100 nm thick gold is deposited on the sample using e-beam evaporation. A 5 nm thick titanium is deposited beforehand as an adhesion agent. Next, a 300 nm thick SiO 2 is deposited by PECVD. The thickness accuracy is confirmed by Elipsometry measurement. A 280 nm thick ma-N 2403 DUV photoresist (MicroChem) is spun at 6000 rpm for 30 s onto the wafer, followed by soft-baking of the sample in an oven at 90°C for 3 h. The next step is DUV lithography to produce high aspect-ratio photoresist pillars. The details of the DUV microsphere projection lithography are documented elsewhere [1] . In brief, a monolayer of microspheres with 2 μm diameter (microParticles GmbH with 2.5% standard deviation) is deposited on a ∼1 cm 2 area of the wafer. During exposure to the DUV source, an objective lens projects a mask pattern on the array of microspheres. In order to increase the quality of imaging and uniformity, a fused silica optical diffuser is placed between the DUV source and the mask. The mask and sample are placed at the front and back focal points of the objective lens, respectively. Each microsphere images the mask pattern onto the photoresist. Then, the microspheres are removed from the sample by an ultra-sonication bath for 30 s. In order to increase the contrast to the pattern, the sample is developed in ma-D 525 (MicroChem) at −4°C for 2 min. A cold plate is used to control and stabilize the temperature of develop solution with a precision of 1°C. A 30 nm silver coating is deposited on the developed pattern by e-beam evaporation. Finally, the lift-off is completed by dipping the sample into acetone while treating it in an ultrasonication bath for 30 min. High aspect ratio features of the ring and crescent nanopillars are crucial for successful, singlestep lift-off process.
Results and discussion
We demonstrated narrowband perfect absorption using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to measure the specular reflection at different angles of incidence (AOI).
In addition, we confirmed the experimental results with fullwave FDTD simulations. Figure 3 shows the measured absorption spectrum and the corresponding simulated results. Since the ground metal is optically thick enough to ignore any transmission, the absorption spectrum of the samples can be directly resolved by measuring the reflection spectrum. In order to eliminate FTIR and source frequency responses in the final results, we used a thick gold plate as a reference sample to ratio the measured spectra of the samples. A liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT detector is used to detect the reflected light from the sample. Since the source is un-polarized in the experiment, measurement results do not show perfect absorption as absorption is less than 100%. Similarly, in Figure 3 . Comparing the measured absorption spectrum by FTIR and simulated by FDTD (a) for a circular meta-atom, (b) for a full ring meta-atom, and (c) for a crescent (broken ring) meta-atom. Since, the FTIR source in the measured signal is un-polarized, the simulated spectra are derived from averaging the two spectra of the linear polarization sources. Since the response is polarization dependent, the average absorption reduces from nearly unity value. The measured signal is normalized by a gold coated mirror as a reference. The high absorption below 2.5 μm is artificial as the responsivity of MCT detector deteriorates below 2.5 μm. The extra broadening in the measurement is due to poly-crystal arrangement of metasurfaces and non-plane wave incident source.
simulation, we averaged the reflected spectra of the two simulations with their source are plane-wave with linear inplane polarization states. The lateral boundary conditions are defined as Bloch boundary conditions to simulate an infinite hexagonal array of meta-atoms. The perpendicular boundary conditions are assumed to be perfectly matched layers in the air and metallic in the ground plate. All geometrical dimensions are extracted from SEM images in the insets of the measured spectra in figure 3 . Comparing both measured and simulated results shows well-matched spectra, and confirmed the perfect absorption feature of the fabricated samples using deep UV microsphere projection lithography. An extra broadening that is observed in the measured spectra is due to size deviation of meta-atoms, non-plane-wave sources of incidence, and the polycrystalline configuration of the metasurface compared with the monocrystalline array in the simulation. Nevertheless, the resonance peak of absorption is strong enough to be resolved. Note that in our experiment, all samples have the same geometrical and material properties except for their metaatom shape. Therefore, comparing these three difference meta-atoms reveals several interesting conclusions. First, the absorption spectrum of the circular meta-atoms in figure 3(a) show the highest sensitivity to the AOI. Another interesting phenomenon is the absorption peak around 6.6 μm wavelength in crescent as a broken ring in figure 3(c) , which does not exist in a full symmetric ring in figure 3(b) . The main difference between the two meta-atoms are the presence of a capacitor at the gap between two ends of the crescent that can add another pole to the reflection response of the absorber. Additional pole adds another resonance in the spectrum. Finally, the absorption spectrum of the crescent is highly sensitive to the polarization of incident light due to its asymmetric structure. Therefore, by averaging two polarizations, the absorption peak reduces around 50% compared with symmetric full ring and circular meta-atoms.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have realized selective absorbers operating in the mid-infrared region of the spectrum. The fabrication method is DUV microsphere projection lithography, which is uniquely low-cost, high-throughput and compatible with large area nano-manufacturing of energy harvesting and sensing applications. The structure of selective absorbers consists of a metallic thin film as a ground plate with a dielectric spacer that separates it from a metasurface. We have demonstrated nearly perfect absorption and narrowband bandwidth using FTIR reflection measurement and confirmed it with FDTD simulations. Since in measurement, we used an unpolarized source, the absorption spectrum is less than 100%. To have simulation results with a close match to the experiment, we have averaged the absorption spectrum of the two orthogonal polarization states. The absorption band is highly controllable over a wide range of the spectrum, merely by tailoring the resonance length of the optical scatterers.
